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Overview
This document compiles the written submissions received from stakeholders after the Zero Net
Deforestation Act (ZND Act) was introduced in the British Columbia Legislature on March 22, 2010.
These submissions are summarized and referenced in another document titled Zero Net Deforestation –
Stakeholder Feedback Summary.
Written feedback was received by mail, email and responses to a questionnaire posted on the ZND
website (http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfp/znd/).
This document and the summary document are also posted on the ZND website.

The stakeholders’ written submissions are compiled as follows:
•

Section 1: Submissions from Organizations

page 3

•

Section 2: Questionnaire Responses from Individuals

page 44

•

Section 3: Submissions from Individuals

Page 60

Note: To protect privacy, individuals are identified only by a number and one of four BC regions.
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Section 1: Submissions from Organizations
Submissions received from stakeholder organizations follow in this order:
ABCFP

Association of British Columbia Forest Professionals

ALC

Agricultural Land Commission

BCAC

British Columbia Agriculture Council

BCCA

British Columbia Cattlemen’s Association
BC Hydro

BCBC

Business Council of British Columbia

CAPP

Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers

CFPA

Coast forest Products Association

COFI

Council of Forest Industries

GCCBC

Grasslands Conservation Council of British Columbia

LTABC

Land Trust Alliance of British Columbia

MABC

Mining Association of British Columbia

WCEL

West Coast Environmental Law
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Section 2: Questionnaire Responses from Individuals

#1  North Interior
1. What is the best way to raise awareness about deforestation and afforestation?
Through the provincial government's demonstration of a committment to ZND in all that it does. For
example: Site C ‐ how will the many ha of deforestation be offset by the province? Another example: the
Northwest Transmission Line ‐ for ZND, wouldn't it make the most sense to use the existing parallel
transmission cooridor that already exists?

2. How can deforestation be reduced in your sector?
Northwest Transmission Line ‐ for ZND, use the existing parallel transmission cooridor that already
exists. However, the only answer when this was suggested at a public meeting was that to do that would
be too incovenient and possibly more costly.
Forestry ‐ ensourage narrower roads. Also properly measure the ingress of trees onto road right‐of‐
ways, which may actually demonstrate that the amount of deforestation from roads is less than
estimated.
Mineral exploration ‐ encourage narrow roads and use of exsisting roads.
Pipeline developments ‐ encourage use of one right‐of‐way for multiple pipelines.

3. What are your ideas on how to minimize negative impacts (if any) from zero net deforestation on
your sector/community?
Provide a tax incentive for rehabilitation and afforestation of existing forestry and mineral roads.
Establish a provincial policy that prevents parallel transmission and transportation corridors; alternately
create a policy that incents multiple uses of the same corridor.

4. What can we do to encourage you or your sector/community to avoid, minimize then mitigate
deforestation?
Provide a tax incentive for rehabilitation and afforestation of existing forestry and mineral roads.
Establish a provincial policy that prevents parallel transmission and transportation corridors; alternately
create a policy that incents multiple uses of the same corridor.
Costs need to be clearly understood, as well as what benefits will accrue from this policy, and to whom.
Extend the use of Forest Professionals to planning processes across all the resource sectors to ensure
that ZND is properly considered.
Consider setting ZND as a "Land Use Ojective" (as used in the Forest and Range Practices Act), and
extend this across all the resource sectors (using the Land Act). Note that this may have cost
implications, and will move ZND from Voluntary to Required.
There will need to be good information on real offsetting options and opportunities ‐ otherwise there
could be false or misleading claims made.
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5. What existing incentives encourage you or your sector to avoid, minimize then mitigate
deforestation?
Use of Forest Professionals in the development of forest plans. (This could be extended to all the
resource sectors)

6. What existing incentives encourage you or your sector to minimize then mitigate deforestation?
Upper limits on site degradation in forest legislation.(This could be extended to all the resource sectors)

7. What is the best way to ensure accurate reporting of avoidance, minimization, and total deforestation
and afforestation?
Creating or assigning this to a department within government is NOT encouraged.
Tax incentives might work ‐ in order to receive the incentive, reporting would be required. Obviously the
incentive would have to be large enough to offset the costs of measuring and reporting.

8. What else would you like to tell us about how to achieve zero net deforestation?
It is unclear how or why this program developed, and doesn't seem as well thought out as it could be. At
this point it seems to primarily be a "slogan".
There are so many other factors at play that I would not be encouraged by a sweeping statement that
this is now policy. There will be costs associated with this program ‐ what are they? There needs to be
an understanding of benefits before you will get any significant participation.
Generally, I think that there will be limited uptake of this Voluntary approach ‐ the Province would have
to initially lead by example. Some large corporations may choose to try this, but I expect limited buy‐in
from smaller operators in all the sectors.
Overall, I am not supportive of this concept without better and more thorough background information
and discussion of implementaion options/ costs/ true benefits.

#2 – South Coast
1. What is the best way to raise awareness about deforestation and afforestation?
The North Shore Urban Bear Club, BC Nature/Federation of BC Naturalists sends regular Emails to 60+
members about wildlife and environmental concerns. I have sent your email on Zero Net Deforestation
to these members.
I have also been circulating a petition on the Enbridge oil situation where they will be connected to
the Alberta Oil Sands project and putting our Ocean Waters at risk.
Emails is the best method I have found for communicating quickly and getting good responses
because people can respond and send along the message to their Email contacts.
Direct email to BC Nature is also a very good way as they have 4500 members and email them promptly.
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2. How can deforestation be reduced in your sector?
Emailing community contacts is the best way NSUBC has.

3. What are your ideas on how to minimize negative impacts (if any) from zero net deforestation on
your sector/community?
Living on Vancouver's North Shore we are surrounded by the edge of the wilderness, Lower Seymour
Conservation Reserve. We walk in the Forest every day...it's part of our lifestyle.

4. What can we do to encourage you or your sector/community to avoid, minimize then mitigate
deforestation?
Let us know what we can do.

5. What existing incentives encourage you or your sector to avoid, minimize then mitigate
deforestation?
Surrounded by Forests our community needs to be reminded of its responsiblity...walkers, hikers, bikers,
dog walkers, all need to be reminded of what we can do.
6. to 8. (nil)

#3 – South Interior
1. (nil)
2. How can deforestation be reduced in your sector?
I work in the forest sector. One simple way to reduce deforestation in the forest sector would be to
reduce the area of productive land removed for construction of forest roads. In my part of the interior
we can use up to 7% of the land area to be in permanent roads. However, I can accomplish good forest
land management with approximately half of that road system, albeit at an increas in logging cost.
However, I have calculated that each hectare of my productive land that I give up to road construction
costs me approximately $750 per year, when I consider lost timber production, cost of capital employed,
and maintenance costs.
The stumpage system provides an incentive to build more road (an allowable expense) to reduce the
cost of logging by reducing skid distance.

3. What are your ideas on how to minimize negative impacts (if any) from zero net deforestation on
your sector/community?
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The negative impact will be an increase in logging cost, but a reduction in road construction and
maintenance costs and an increase in standing volume in subsequent rotations.

4. What can we do to encourage you or your sector/community to avoid, minimize then mitigate
deforestation?
Remove the incentives in the stumpage appraisal manual that cause a financial reward for building more
road.

5. to 8. (nil)

#4 – South Interior
1. to 3. (nil)
4. What can we do to encourage you or your sector/community to avoid, minimize then mitigate
deforestation?
Economic incentive such as direct subsidy for afforesting marginal farmland. Carbon credits will help
fund such activities but will not contribute sufficient money to encourage many landowners to initiate
such projects.

5. What existing incentives encourage you or your sector to avoid, minimize then mitigate
deforestation?
6. and 7. (nil)
8. What else would you like to tell us about how to achieve zero net deforestation?
It is very important that this legislation does not limit efforts for ecosystem restoration such as conifer
encroachment in grassland/shrubland ecosystems, prescribed burning for rehabilitation/creation of
wildlife habitat or treatments which create open forest types which would have been naturally‐
occurring in fire‐maintained ecosystems. Many volunterrs, government ministries and NGOs are working
hard to make some meaningful headway in getting ecosystem restoration projects moving, and it would
be a huge disappointment to have the ZNG legislaton undermine these efforts.
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#5 – South Coast
1. to 7. (nil)
8. What else would you like to tell us about how to achieve zero net deforestation?
There are well over 15,000 acres and possibly 30,000 acres of Agricultural Reserve Lands on Vancouver
Island (in addition to non‐designated, but lands capable of agriculture) that are currently forested. Will
the direction of the ZND compromise our ability to produce food from our ALR lands that are currently
forested? Would this be concern if the current afforestation rates do not increase as forecast?

#6 – South Coast
1)

Ways to raise awareness

•

Community challenges. What community can afforest, plant the most trees. It all does not have
to be ”legally” afforestation.

•

Community group (boy scouts, schools, ‐‐‐‐) challenges. What community group can afforest,
plant the most trees. It all does not have to be ”legally” afforestation.

•

Displays, booths, information kiosks at community and agriculture fairs.

•

Making people report how much deforestation (area of trees removed) for building permits, or
other items needing permits of some sort (some roads, agriculture clearing, ?). The idea is just to get
people to think about it. It may be useful for reporting, but could not be a main source of data. See
also other reporting suggestions in sections below.

•

BC does not have a lot of abandoned agriculture land but some. As well there is some open
fields derived from rural residential houses and lots, or old hobby farm/partial farm sites that are
now abandoned or unused. These are small and scattered and perhaps complicated to get owners
interested or approval to afforest the land, but the sites are usually beside a road or highway and a
visible activity.

2) How deforestation reduced
•

Develop a regulation that any well pad and any pipeline >10 m once abandoned must be
restored to forest if it was forest previously. An addition would be to establish forest similar to what
was there previously.

•

Oil & gas sector ‐ encourage or demand joint use of ROWs for multiple pipelines; placement of
lines considering long term development of fields to ensure better joint use of future lines.

•

Oil & gas sector ‐ encourage or demand joint use of ROWs for pipelines and O&G access roads.
It is done fairly well now. Forest roads do a good job of using the O&G roads now but this should be
maintained and improved upon.
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•

A program to reforest (maybe even call it afforest) old abandoned well pads could be
undertaken as candidate areas for “projects”, special projects by the O&G sector or a government
program.

•

Develop a regulation that any open pit mine site once abandoned must be restored to forest if it
was forest previously. If not feasible offset projects must be used.

•

Use abandoned gravel pits as an opportunity to “reforest”. Or regulate rehabilitation or provide
tax incentives. If leased from crown land you certainly have authority to have regulations.

•

BC government highways and forestry roads for any roads >10 m wide must offset this by
“projects”. Municipalities could adopt the same approach.

•

Any BC Government buildings or facilities must record the amount of deforestation and an
offset project implemented.

•

For regions with little forest remaining such as in or near metropolitan areas, the lower
mainland and some areas in the Okanagan, a Forest Land Reserve could be developed similar to the
Agriculture Land Reserve. This would be used for unique remaining forest areas, a sample of
different remaining types, be designed to preserve other values like viewscapes, wildlife, aesthetics,
biodiversity, etc.

•

The development of forest management units in Saskatchewan and the “green & white” zones
in Alberta are undeniably extremely effective at limiting deforestation in total and its spread
spatially. This could be considered for the Vanderhove and Peace River regions. Once established
one has to be very strict about maintaining it and not allow agricultural or non‐resource
development in these zones.

•

I am uncertain how the property tax system works but in Saskatchewan I believe a tax change
where wooded land became taxed similar to agriculture land caused farmers to say “if I am going to
bet taxed on it the same amount as if it was cultivated and generating revenue, then I will convert
it”. I am not sure the story is 100% correct but the point is taxing wooded land or providing tax
breaks for having wooded land is probably reasonably effective. This could be extended to
afforestation.

•

Reuse or de‐deconstruction of forest roads rather than building new ones may reduce
deforestation somewhat.

•

Encourage developers to keep greenfields forested as long as possible. Maybe again through
different tax rates on forested land.

•

There is considerable agriculture clearing that never gets used or is used only intermittently.
This is often related to clearing of wet areas that do not get cropped or are cropped only in the
occasional dry years. There needs to be encouragement to keep these areas in forest or perhaps
some better way/help to predict whether the site will be useful/used for agriculture.

•

An important driver is farmers optimizing their field configuration by removing residual patches
and squaring off field boundaries. This is important but their might be some kind of incentive not to
do this; not sure what (fuel rebate, ???)
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•

Outside of the box idea. Can a farm “forestry” or “green” certification concept be implemented.
If they have and leave forest land intact and perhaps do other environmentally sound practices they
get certified. There products can be certified and perhaps other tax or other benefits be supplied.

•

Engineering specification on ROW for forestry roads etc can be re‐examined to see if some
reduction of cleared width is possible in some cases. Even 2‐4 m is helpful.

•

Items that can be considered in the agriculture sector are reduction of certain agriculture
practices such as “log and leave” and leases in crown land where areas are cleared and converted,
and the encouragement of consolidation versus expansion.

•

Ban skiing and golfing and the sale of ski and golf equipment. (just kidding).

3. to 6. (nil)
7. Accurate reporting
•

Any well pad construction needs to report area deforested, pad size; cleared area size and its
location. If the new well and pad are added to existing pads, the new area only need be recorded.
This can be part of the licensing requirements.

•

Any pipeline construction needs to report area deforested, total cleared ROW width, legal ROW
width/allowance and its location. For new pipelines added to a current ROW, the fact it is using a
current ROW needs to be recorded and any new permanent ROW width cleared recorded. This can
be part of the licensing requirements.

•

BC government highways and forestry roads must record the amount and location of
deforestation from any roads >10 m wide

•

Make “deforestation” attribute of BC’s forest inventory and inventory update (we can provide
details on this).

•

Avoidance is difficult to report.

8. Other items
•

Remember the specific definitions of deforestation regarding shape, width, size etc are
important and these details can have unintended consequences if not considered carefully. For
example a developer making a development with scattered just small enough units versus
developing the same area (or likely smaller area) as a contiguous unit. Another issue is clusters on
many too small events adding to considerable deforestation. The same issue occurs with
afforestation as for many community based activities sites will be < 1 ha, etc.
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#7 – South Interior
1. What is the best way to raise awareness about deforestation and afforestation?
Market forces.

2. How can deforestation be reduced in your sector?
Funding for treeplanting in MPB and Fire impacted areas. Do NOT make it another FFT fiasco or FIA
nonsense. These are so administratively burdensome that they are not even worth considering. What
percent of FFT funding gets sucked up in auditing/administration/RFP review? 25% 35% ?

3. What are your ideas on how to minimize negative impacts (if any) from zero net deforestation on
your sector/community?
The only area where deforestation is a problem is in urban centers.

4. What can we do to encourage you or your sector/community to avoid, minimize then mitigate
deforestation?
Please do not consider logging to be deforestation. Even the most skpetical arm‐chiar cynics know that
forestry is a renewable resource.

5. What existing incentives encourage you or your sector to avoid, minimize then mitigate
deforestation?
High stumpage rates.

6. What existing incentives encourage you or your sector to minimize then mitigate deforestation?
High taxes.

7. What is the best way to ensure accurate reporting of avoidance, minimization, and total deforestation
and afforestation?
Incentives to those who report efficiently. Do NOT make it overly bureaucratic, as this only serves to
make the process too costly to administer

8. What else would you like to tell us about how to achieve zero net deforestation?
Don't expect the forest industry to pay for all your pet projects. How about a zero net impact to the
taxpayer?
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#8 – South Interior
1. What is the best way to raise awareness about deforestation and afforestation?
Education

2. How can deforestation be reduced in your sector?
Lower property taxed for forest land.

3. (nil)
4. What can we do to encourage you or your sector/community to avoid, minimize then mitigate
deforestation?
Mitigation: Create a point system rather than trying to mitigate ha by ha.
If someone has to deforest 1 ha, the mitigation should be to increase tree density or volumes/ha on 5
ha by 20%.
Most samll private forests holdings a poorly managed, an extention service or a pbulicly funded
consultation by a professional forest will be required.

5. What existing incentives encourage you or your sector to avoid, minimize then mitigate
deforestation?
Let the commercial value of trees increase, give subsidies for reforestation on private land.

6. What existing incentives encourage you or your sector to minimize then mitigate deforestation?
Incentives: Managed Forest taxes are about 5‐10timrd higher in BC than in other jurisidiction. There is
only a very weak incentive.

7. What is the best way to ensure accurate reporting of avoidance, minimization, and total deforestation
and afforestation?
The private Forest Land Council already has a good reporting process.

8. What else would you like to tell us about how to achieve zero net deforestation?
Create an account with points, people that will have to withdraw points will have to pay people who
can deposit points.
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#9 – South Coast
1. to 7. (nil)

8. What else would you like to tell us about how to achieve zero net deforestation?
After reading the discussion paper I had some reservation about using carbon offset sales as an
incentive for aforestation. Aforestation is being positioned as a way for BC to reduce it's carbon
emissions, by balanching deforestation with aforestation. If a private land owner sells a carbon offset
for aforestation activity, then the carbon emission benefits of that aforestation have been transferred to
another party, and cannot be counted to offset carbon emmissions from deforestation in BC.

#10 – North Interior
1. What is the best way to raise awareness about deforestation and afforestation?
First get it in the news (print, radio, TV, web) so that society is aware of it and understands it.
Second provide information on how to reduce and mitigate it through (web, public info sessions,
brochures, mailouts etc)

2. How can deforestation be reduced in your sector?
City and regional district zoning laws that encourage densification instead of suburban sprawl.
Land zoning and assessments that confirm the highest value for land and restrict the uses on that land.
(ex. prime agricultural land should not be cleared for subdivisions and golf courses. There is other less
valuable land where houses can go and balls can be hit).
Tax laws that encourage, or at least do not penalise people who manage their land as forests instead of
fields and lawns.
Inform people of the many values of forested land versus other land uses Ensure that when
deforestation is approved (subdivision, ag leases etc)that the associated losses are considered, not just
the benefits of the proposed new use, and that there is not a better alternative for where this non‐
forest use should happen

3. What are your ideas on how to minimize negative impacts (if any) from zero net deforestation on
your sector/community?
As above ‐ reduce urban sprawl etc.
Ensure that new roads, utility corridors etc are necessary and if so that they are located to minimise the
deforestation. Part of the cost of these should include the cost to reforest this site, or another of similar
area/value.

4. What can we do to encourage you or your sector/community to avoid, minimize then mitigate
deforestation?
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As above. Tax laws and incentives and zoning rules that ensure the land is used for its best use.
Be able to claim reforestation/afforestation costs in your tax return.

5. What existing incentives encourage you or your sector to avoid, minimize then mitigate
deforestation?
None that I am aware of. The only tax incentive, The Managed Forestland designation provides very
minor incentive and is very onerous to achieve and maintain.
Several big box stores were built in our town during the past five years. They are all situated so that it is
not convenient, safe or pleasant to walk between them, and they each have their own oversized parking
lot, some that are never close to being full. With a little foresight and proper zoning the footprint
probably could have been reduced by 50‐100% and it would be a nicer and healthier experience to use
them.

6. What existing incentives encourage you or your sector to minimize then mitigate deforestation?
None that I am aware of.

7. What is the best way to ensure accurate reporting of avoidance, minimization, and total deforestation
and afforestation?
There are researchers developing satellite based photogrammetry assessment tools that can compare
deforestation, reforestation etc. changes through time.

8. What else would you like to tell us about how to achieve zero net deforestation?
We have to get beyond the frontier attitude that still exists around how we use our land. There is very
little restriction on what can be done on private land. With a little encouragement from government
and the media, in the form of information/awareness, penalties for environmental damages and some
tax incentives these attitudes could possibly be changed.
This has to be taken down to the grass roots levels with information and simple incentives and word will
spread. Otherwise our rape and pillage approach will continue.

#11 – South Interior
1. to 7. (nil)

8. What else would you like to tell us about how to achieve zero net deforestation?
Cut a tree plant two it is a no brainer and in your graph you show no evidence of the contrubution of the
iceland volcanio it caused more green house gases in four days than humans did in five years think
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about the money we are wasting on the reduction of mybe 1 percent in total how about the 99 percent
caused naturally rotten vegetation and other causes. it is quite the fad and makes some sense to try but
we are not going to stop it think about the past ice ages and dinosaurs

#12 – Region unknown
1. What is the best way to raise awareness about deforestation and afforestation?
Different media links ‐ Run a Facebook or Twitter site about progress on ZND (for the public in general).
Make sure it's showing some measurable feedback rather than "oh just another gov't initiative".
Different media target different interest groups. My suggestion is to identify your biggest deforesters
and aforesters (take 1 random selection or 1 targeted one where success may be showcased) and then
ask them what would make them move forward on your idea. Develop a blog where either group shows
their interests and then show how ZND brings common interests out so the polarising diversity of
interests often attributed to 1 or the other group begins to share common ideas/needs etc.

2. How can deforestation be reduced in your sector/community?
That's a very good question given this is all voluntary. I mean if it's so important why doesn't the group
mandated to do this have some teeth and $$ to back it up? I digress... It depends on what
deforestation is all about ‐ are we talking high density living promotion, new agricultural land? Not all
deforestation is bad. I think to address deforestation you have to ask what underlying needs push us to
need space. What permit criteria do we have in place for mining/industrial/urban sprawl? Those core
issues will be brought up when we get into the gritty of attempting to reduce deforestation. What
greener measures can we use when we build/develop/extract to help conserve as much space and
transfer it to forest (voluntarily).

3. How can the positive outcomes of zero net deforestation be maximized for your sector/community?
A dedicated site to follow the ZND progress could help establish a specific model which can be used in
localised areas. A model for reducing deforestation in a local area, afforesting it and a business model to
show companies in each different sector what something like this would look like.
Easy ones: cleaner air, less global warming, greener and pleasanter spaces, less CO2. Those outcomes
show movement at a gov't level in a more positive direction and can be used to build local momentum
to start thinking about how we manage our space and to become more sustainable. To ask ourselves
have we used every available space to contribute and maximise to our health and well being and that of
our land, air etc.
If I were a business I would want incentives ‐ what's it going to cost me to do this and what $$ benefit
(tangible) or gd reputation (intangible) benefit do I get and the former better be worth the latter. I'm
not sure how you maximise that except to develop social consciousness in business ‐ some of that is
occurring. I wondered what your 'reports" you mentioned really add to a business. How much
publicity? How can you use those to benefit a bsn?
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4. What are your ideas on how to minimize negative impacts (if any) from zero net deforestation on
your community/sector?
Be committed ‐ nothing is worse than if this is perceived as a (pardon my French) half‐ass&d effort. A
proper model for implementation would go a long way. Greater awareness of how much good this can
bring ‐ for both bsn and public. The perception of this is always that initiatives such as these limit
economic development and in these recessionary times a valid argument can be made for jobs etc over
ZND. A strong, well researched approach will always be better received. Use your support groups
wisely and strategically.

5. What can we do to encourage you or your sector/community to avoid, minimize then mitigate
deforestation?
$$ is 1 real motivator but you don't have that. I hope you have some gd psychologists to help you
understand the various sectors and what's driving their needs to motivate them voluntarily. I'm sorry if I
sound pessimistic but real change is what is required for a truly successful attempt at this and you
appear to be required to reduce 5% of our emissions with no $$ or legislation. I mean if I can see this
who else can? Your success is limited by your means. That said the ZND idea is very good but resources
are required.
Best idea is to keep a list of available resources, how to access them, build awareness in the public so
that companies see value in being perceived as contributing to the ZND, incentives for new green
technology use that helps preserve forest ‐ the "green' bsn would profit and who knows who else might
as well?

6. What existing incentives encourage you or your sector to avoid, minimize then mitigate
deforestation?
I'm not sure. I'm not an expert this is my personal opinion.
Good reputation, tax advantages, social consiousness. The context of recessionary times makes it
difficult to access funds or incentives which could normally have been effective.

7. What is the best way to ensure accurate reporting of avoidance, minimization, and total deforestation
and afforestation?
Strong clear reporting criteria. Compliance checks could rely on: local knowledge, satellite, Google
maps. Technology can probably help us quite a bit here but I am unsure of what specific type would do
so. any additional reporting reqs without tangible benefit might be perceived as unfair and create
backlash for ZND.

8. What else would you like to tell us about how to achieve zero net deforestation?
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Use this as an opportunity to build a model (local, sector and public), build challenges and successes, use
the implementation as a ral life tool to show the nuts and botls. Irrespective of the success in 2015 you
will have built capacity.

#13 – North Interior
1. What is the best way to raise awareness about deforestation and afforestation?
Public advertising ‐ Radio, TV, Newspapers

2. How can deforestation be reduced in your sector?
Forestry Sector ‐ The Primary source of deforestation in the forest sector is the construction of roads,
both on block and operational.
Construction of new operational roads could be reduced through access management planning between
forest licensees as well as other industries (mining, oil and gas, electricity) however there is currently no
incentive to cooperate and competition between companies, as well as different planning timelines,
transportation requirements and differing legislation between industries makes this very difficule. By
finalizing the Resource Roads Act, and forcing coordinated access planning within management units,
the amount of road constructed could be reduced.
Oil and Gas sector ‐ The construction of roads, pipelines, leases etc. is part of the oil and gas industry
and all result in deforestation, the only way this can be reduced is by enforcing proper planning
requirements and forcing cooperation in planning between oil and gas companies and other sectors
such as forestry and mining etc.

3. What are your ideas on how to minimize negative impacts (if any) from zero net deforestation on
your sector/community?
Reduction and reclamation of on block roads could be addressed through increased stumpage breaks
through the appraisal system as reducing road percentage and reclaination adds cost to the forest
licensee.

4. What can we do to encourage you or your sector/community to avoid, minimize then mitigate
deforestation?
Stumpage breaks in the forest sector.
Increased focus and incentive for access management planning accross sectors
Identification of areas available for reforestation on crown land.
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For Private Land ‐ make soiurces of trees & seedlings more readily available at reduced costs in rural
areas and provide tax incentives to property owners (income tax break for planting trees, or reduction in
property taxes for having forested property.

5. (nil)

6. What existing incentives encourage you or your sector to minimize then mitigate deforestation?
Deforestation (specific to the Timber Harvesting Land Base) eventually reduces the Allowable Annual
Cut over time which reduces the amount of timber a Licensee is allowed to harvest, therefore it is in the
forest industries best interest to reduce deforestation on the Timber Harvesting Landbase.

7. What is the best way to ensure accurate reporting of avoidance, minimization, and total deforestation
and afforestation?
For Crown land require accurate and timely reporting of disturbances on the landbase across all
industries (silimar to the MFT RESULTS system) for all industries, not just forestry and require mandatory
reporting of spatial (GIS) data identifying areas that have been de‐forested.
Set maximums for each management unit of allowable permamanent disturbance on the crown
landbase for all inustries by managment unit (similar to a Timber Supply Review) based on crown
landbase that is available to be re‐claimed

8. What else would you like to tell us about how to achieve zero net deforestation?
Deforestation should be measured on three levels 1 ‐ Non crown land, as this is largely out of the control
of government, 2‐ non‐Timber Harvesting Land Base as this has less of a "real" impact to the forest
industry who is still the largest industry on the Crown Landbase and, 3 ‐ the Timber Harvesting Land
Base. Importance and value and effort should be assigned to these 3 categories accordingly with THLB
being recieving the highest attention. Possibly charging increasing rates for permanaent disturbance on
each of these areas (reduction in future revenue to the crown if THLB is deforested). It is industries
other than forestry (oil and gas, wind tenures, mines, crown range, etc.)combined that have the
potential to have the largest deforestation impacts on Crown Land and the forest industry has been the
one suffering from this.

#14 – South Coast
1. What is the best way to raise awareness about deforestation and afforestation?
I am a registered professional forester and I find the term zero net deforestation a misleading term that
is not achievable. As our population grows, infra structure develepmont will have to take place and land
will have to be re‐classified. The real challenge is to do this in a responsible manner such as create new
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communities in which a car is hardly required, and green spaces are everywhere. In a low population
province the goal of ZND is not achievable or desirable.

2. How can deforestation be reduced in your sector?
Deforestation is not a big issue in BC.

3. What are your ideas on how to minimize negative impacts (if any) from zero net deforestation on
your sector/community?
Less independent Power Projects. Through IPP we are creating thousands of kilometers of new
hydrolines through what previous was forested land.

4. to 8. (nil)
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Section 3: Submissions from Individuals

#15 – South Coast
As you know there is lot of land use conflicts at Whistler. So the community forest also is losing lots of
area to non forest uses.
A big one that is confusing to us is the recreation tenure issued by ILMB and the recreation tenure
issued by MOTSA
They do not seem to have a lot of information on them
For example Canadian snow mobiles has a tenure in the Callaghan valley and they have build a large
camp and built about 10 buildings. The sub division is 1 km long along the road – (by actual
measurement) They have cleared 4 hectares for a horse corral – for the horses for their guests. It is right
in the middle of the community forest. There is no boundary on how large their base operation can be.
ILMB says there is a management plan for their operation but it is private.
Help

#16 – Region Unknown
This policy, could have dramatic effects on available effective wildlife habitat, forage, and biodiversity.
Many game and non game wildlife depend on open grassland, shrub dominated, natural meadows, edge
habitat and other non forested areas for part or all of there life history. A Zero Net Deforestation Policy
with out an ecosystem based and wildlife minded strategy could potentially be detrimental to wildlife
populations and biodiversity. The forest industry with their economic based approach tend to plant vast
monocultures of timber based on economic values, and tend to neglect ecosystem or wildlife values.
Often these replanted trees are not even replacing existing species growing at the site, but rather a
species which grows the fastest and will net the quickest financial turn around.
For example. In the central interior what little douglas fir stands remain, are being cut and replaced with
lodge pole pine. The net result is less and less mule deer and ungulate winter range, either reducing the
overwintering populations of deer, or forcing mule deer to winter in and rely more and more on
agricultural lands for wintering creating increased conflicts with the agricultural community. Just
planting back trees for the sake of carbon sequestration and/or economic viability without a ecosystem
based approach, will not have a net benefit for wildlife. Also species like sharp‐tailed grouse rely on
open non‐forested and edge habitats, lek sites in forested areas, created by logging, are constantly
changing because cut blocks are replanted and are no longer suitable as they mature. Lek fidelity year
after year enhances reproductive rates, but is this considered under current management regulations or
this new policy? Some areas should not be replanted based on ecological/wildlife value significance and
afforestation in naturally non‐forested areas heavily scrutinized. There are many more examples I won't
cover.
Under the fire suppression policies of the last century, we do not live in a natural or unaltered
environment. Had natural and man made fires been able to occur as they had before these policies were
in place, the landscape would be different than we now see it. Likely more extensive grasslands (both
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natural and man made), a more diverse landscape (i.e. seral stages, timber types, ecotypes, etc...). To
take a snapshot of today, or 30 or 50 years ago and create a policy that says we need to be at a certain
point purely for the sake of carbon sequestration is poor stewardship. We need a balanced well thought
out approach, one that looks at all facets
Also based on this policy, I fear less emphasis and funding will given to Ecological Restoration
(ER) Programs reducing or eliminating prescribed burns and other ER projects because they may
contradict the ZND policy.
I certainly hope I am wrong in my assessment.
Please do not get me wrong, I am not anti forest industry (logging creates biodiversity in the absence of
fire when done correctly) or anti carbon sequestration, I just want a balanced approach to reforestation.
Best Regards,
#17 – South Coast
Thanks for your excellent presentation today on the ZND government goals. This initiative is laudable
and for BC, a real challenge. We in BC have a pretty good record of retaining forests, and the
deforestation rate has been continually dropping since the ‘70’s, as you show in your graphs. And also
as you noted, the proportion of deforested area is very low compared with the total forested area and
afforestation rates are level to modestly rising. But as you suggest we can improve on this, and I would
figure this is the intent of the legislation. How to do this is our challenge.
Some observations and proposals:
A)

Notes from the Marrakesh Accord:
“Afforestation” is the direct human‐induced conversion of land that has not been
forested for a period of at least 50 years to forested land through planting, seeding
and/or the human‐induced promotion of natural seed sources;

1.

Would the BC Gov. definition of post‐1990 eligibility hold water here?
“Forest” is a minimum area of land of 0.05‐1.0 hectares with tree crown cover (or
equivalent stocking level) of more than 10‐30 per cent with trees with the potential to
reach a minimum height of 2‐5 metres at maturity in situ.

2. BC Govt. ZND definition is consistent with this, except for the minimum width of 20m. Why not
have a minimum width of 10 m rather than 20? This change would not be against the Marrakesh Accord
and this change will allow more opportunity to reforest linear deforested areas, such as power lines,
road medians and a band of reforestation around subdivisions/ farms/industrial sites. Side note: If we
convince BC Hydro to plant slow growing species such as wild cherry on their RW, that would satisfy the
ZND goals, and BC Hydro goals as well, since cherry (and other species, such as dogwood), will reach 5
m, but not much more. I’m suggesting some flexibility here. Also, under this definition, there are nearly
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NO forestry roads and landings which qualify, giving you an immediate 800 ha positive “hit” for 2010:
just remove them from the deforested side of the ledger.
B)

Afforestation Projects:
Crown Land: I can’t see any incentives around reforesting Crown Land by private or
personal initiative (except maybe urban parks where local volunteers do this already,
but often under a hectare.) I believe the rule around “no new incentives” will be a big
constraint to afforesting Crown Lands. Minor opportunity.
Private Forest Lands: My work in environmental/forestry auditing indicates there are
very few areas on Private Forest Lands that would qualify under the Afforestation rules.
Big companies are reforesting, small companies have a few ha of deforestation, but not
much. Maybe lands for sale, has a minor opportunity but these lands have been
targeted only since 1995. So, log and flog is a relatively new concept in BC (to the
extent that logging doesn’t leave the opportunity for natural reforestation).
Private Industrial Lands: Your comments on industrial sites are great, and this is one
area of promise: to reforest, not just rehabilitate as one caller asked about. My sense is
that this area may have the greatest opportunity for afforestation.
Public Industrial Lands: Land fills are a good opportunity, but limited in area. Still, this
concept has promise. For example, the reforestation of the Hartland Landfill site has
been started, but with somewhat mediocre results. I urge you to go on their annual
tour and see the results of the reforestation efforts. It will be educational‐they have the
mistaken concept that forestry is easy, and the results of their efforts illustrate the lie to
this concept. *(Under Marrakesh rules, they would qualify, though!). Unknown
opportunity, but may be significant.
Farm Lands: Minor opportunity, but as you gathered from today’s MAGL staff
comments, just chock‐a‐block with political and social issues.
Residential lands: Zero opportunity, because the definition of forest is > 1 ha.

C) Deforestation: I believe that this is the area you should be focusing on. But changing
miners/farmers/developer’s ethics and actions will require new incentives. I have helped developers in
Victoria/Vancouver add tree retention to their plans. But these are individual trees rather than forests.
If you can provide some incentive, and a good marketing strategy, this could help. Probably in the long
term, not the short.
D) Measuring and monitoring: As I’m sure you know, this is a biggie! Keeping track of 1 ha + projects
will be a challenge. And even keeping a database of projects, new, in progress and emerging, with the
ZND goals in mind is a substantial undertaking. Fortunately, we have GIS that can do this. Call me.
There are some opportunities to factually describe potential projects and to keep track of them.
E) Marketing this concept: a huge undertaking. Are you getting help from any marketing agency,
either inside or outside government? I suspect that there is no budget for this, but the MOFR goal is in
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fact to market it and if the executive and the Cabinet is serious about this ZND Act, marketing is a big $
and requires substantial efforts to accomplish.
F) Sources for strategic and tactical information: Mexican forest service, Costa Rican finance dept re
forestry incentives, check Chile, New Zealand and Australian sources for their success in promoting
reforestation. Also China: checking deforestation penalties (jail terms for offenders!) and public policies
for afforestation.
Again, thanks for your excellent presentation! Let’s keep in touch.
Best regards

#18 – South Interior
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#19 – South Coast
I quote from your web site:
“Approximately 6,200 hectares were deforested in B.C. in 2007. Approximately 2,000 hectares were
afforested the same year. B.C.'s goal is to reduce deforestation and increase afforestation to close the
gap by 2015 and beyond.”
Since 2001, the Ministry of Forests and Range has identified over 15 million hectares of forests lost to
pests and and over 1 million to fire. In addition to the portion of the 16 million hectares that are “not
satisfactorily restocked”, the ministry has 2.762 million hectares of not‐stocked productive land still on
the books from 2000.
The video clip on the web site is misleading in one important respect. Dr. Werner Kurtz assumes the
forest ministry is practising sustainable forest management on its productive forest land base. Although
true for most (but not all) harvested lands, this assumption is not valid for productive forestlands lost to
fire and pests. The Forests For Tomorrow program is wholly inadequate to address the replanting
opportunity arising from the denudation of lands by fire and pests.
If the government is serious about the positive affect that forests have on reducing net atmospheric
carbon and improving air quality, it would be better to set an example to the public by directing its
efforts and resources at dealing with the principal forest source of carbon to the atmosphere, which is
the unprecedented net area of “not satisfactorily restocked” productive forestland that is suitable for
replanting plus the remaining area of backlog net NSR (pre 1987).
Additionally, more conservation of healthy forests would obtain greater and immediate carbon benefits
to those obtained through both reforestation and afforestation. For both afforestation and reforestation
the downstream benefits of carbon sequestration will not occur within the next critical 40 years (the
window we have to mitigate global warming); whereas with conservation the benefits of carbon
sequestration are immediate.
Although a worthy goal in itself (and I applaud the efforts of Shawnigan Lake School), zero net
deforestation appears to be a public relations gimmick by the government to confuse and distract the
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public from the real reforestation‐NSR crisis facing the province and from the real forest opportunities
for mitigating the adverse affects of global warming within the next critical 40 years.
Sincerely,

And a later, supplementary submission:
It appears that the intent of the 178,000 is to capture the pre‐1982 and 1982‐87 silviculture net NSR that
has not been reforested.
What would definitely qualify as lands suitable for afforestation would be all the pre‐1982 and poor and
low sites and the 1982‐87 low sites that remain as inventory not stocked lands (inventory gross NSR).
Also the same could be said of all the post‐1987 sites not included in silviculture net NSR figures
("current reforestation" in Ralph's tables) but still remaining as not stocked lands (inventory gross NSR)
in the inventory.
If you looked at the opportunity for afforestation from an inventory gross NSR perspective (i.e.,on low
and poor sites once logged and netted out to obtain silviculture NSR area) instead of limiting the
opportunity to pre‐1987 silviculture net NSR lands on medium and poor sites not reforested, then you
would be providing the full extent of the opportunity to afforest.
For this to happen you would need an updated inventory for some TSA and re‐inventory for many TSAs.
For example, 20‐year old NSR data in the Kispiox is not much use to anyone! In short, all productive
forest land needs to be re‐assessed for stocking including (through FREPs SDM) many re‐planted stands
declared free‐growing over the last two decades (see the SDM reports for the Lakes, Headwaters and
Okanagan).

#20 – North Interior
It is my understanding that there is a significant area of "failed" agricultural lease land that has reverted
to the Crown. Generally this land will have been logged and is currently not reforested. Pat Bell
estimates that there are about 50,000 ha in the Prince George area.
I suggest that this land ( in parcels of 160‐320 acres ) be offered to individuals of the public on condition
that it is reforested. Once it has reached free to grow, it would be sold to that person for a small sum. It
would be a "reverse ag lease. The person would assume all costs for establishing a crop tree plantation
and the payoff would be carbon credits and the opportunity to acquire land (as well as a few warm fuzzy
feelings). The payoff for the Crown would be that non productive land became productive and a fibre
source for industry, at no cost or risk.
I estimate the cost of rehabilitating the land at $1000 per ha with a carbon credit of $90 annually (base
on $30 per tonne).
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#21 – South Coast
Thanks for the great ZND presentation today, this is an encouraging initiative in the right direction.
A few thoughts to consider to help with success:
1. Guideance on BAU for Afforestation Offset Projects ‐ It would be helpful if the Provincial
Government could issue guideance that ZND is not the business as usual scenario in BC. If we're
not careful, ZND could be perceived by project validators and program authorities as a law that
requires afforestation in BC, and thus limit/eliminate the opportunity for a carbon project.
2. GHG Accounting and Reporting ‐ Consider a simplified GHG accounting process to quantify and
report emissions and removals associated with ZND activities (afforestation will result in some
level of emissions). This might be done with a periodic GHG inventory of a sample of private
lands.
3. Identify Afforestable opportunity areas ‐ Perhaps an inventory of specific opportunities (ranked
H, M, L) would be helpful, and might be used to encourage carbon offset projects and ZND.
Thank you,

#22 – South Interior
I want to help with ZND initiative but it seems to be getting off to a rocky start. This is my feed back
from the Kamloops meeting;
The ZND program was surprisingly unpopular with the Kamloops group. Archie Macdonald from COFI
seemed to have little patience for it, there were a couple of participants in the back who essentially
stood up and said it was missing all the real opportunities like MPB areas, and back log then walked out.
A grumpy grass lands ecologist seemed threatened with the idea of planting trees on non forested
areas, a representative Ministry of Agriculture had an overall negative view of the proceedings
referring to societies collective “food addiction” and need for more agricultural land not less in the
future.
I gave my 2 cents worth that the biggest opportunities for offsets and deforestation / afforestation
balance lay in the existing forest land based i.e. addressing forest health and under managed stands.
This all In the context that the Silviculture industry supported afforestation on an additional 6000
hectares annually but that the challenge seems to be to drum up funding and identify land that wasn’t
in conflict with other land management values.
Unfortunately the meeting never really got to the place of helpful dialogue and problem solving and got
caught in the backlash of frustration around the perceptions of inactivity on larger forest heath issues
that easily eclipse the modest goals of the ZND act. The ZND legislation really came across as
unenforceable (entirely voluntary) with no funding allocated to do any work. It some how sounded like
the Provincial Government is “relying on the kindness of strangers” to meet public deforestation
objectives.
I am going to submit some suggestions on line around the ZND helping facilitate the use of voluntary
carbon credits on public land. Not sure were this is all going without more teeth in the legislation. I will
take it as an opportunity to garner government support/facilitation of the creative funding of
afforestation projects.
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I think it is a worthy effort to do good things with little or no government funding by promoting others
to pay, but the presentation should change to reflect this. There is a perception that this initiative is a
green wash in the context of much larger sequestration opportunities being ignored in the working
forest . More transparency and clearer goals up front would go along way to reducing frustration and
anger in the room.
Hope this feedback isn’t too brutal …..I actually do want this too work and respect what you guys are
trying to accomplish.
Can you send me the list of attendees?
Thanks

#23 – South Coast
I attended (by phone) the meeting in Fort St. John yesterday and I have the following comments and
concerns:

1) The Act defines forest on the basis of area and potential tree height meaning that orchards, tree
farms and eucalyptus plantations would still qualify as forest.
2) The size constraints (among other things) mean for instance that much oil and gas based clearing (and
that of other industries) is not considered deforestation even though these industries are responsible
for more of BC's deforestation than the forest sector.
2) Area is the only forest metric used ‐ although the premise is carbon storage, it pays no attention to
carbon stored or site productivity
3) The Act ignores all elements of species composition, stand age, biodiversity, or other environmental
co‐benefits ‐ theses should be considered
4) The Act is voluntary meaning there will be no enforcement and progress will be difficult to track
5) First Nations were not consulted before passing the act in legislature
6) There should be no moves to take back farms leased on public lands in order to "reforest" them ‐
most farmland in BC was once forested and people need to eat
7) There is no consideration of whether a site was ever forested ‐ for instance wetlands, bogs and
natural grasslands that also store carbon (sometimes more than forests) are considered undesirable
under this act ‐ this should be changed and other ecosystems considered

Thanks and best
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#24 – Region Unknown
I am on your invitation list for zero net deforestation but unable to make your sessions.
I do find the topic interesting as forests are an important part of the climate change story.
My main concern with the potential policy that I would want to see addressed is: Without safeguards,
the policy could conceivably allow cutting down of primary forests to be replaced by plantations. I hope
others will bring this up and BC will safeguard against this.
Thanks,

#25 – Region Unknown
You have got to be kidding, ZERO DEFORESTATION !!! If a tree falls in the forest is anyone listening?
How can anyone consider this concept as zero deforestation if one seedling goes into the ground after a
giant 2000 year old tree is taken out? This is total white washing for carbon accreditation and someone
else's profit while everything else loses bigtime. We cannot play this game any longer. Sincerely,

#26 – North Interior
I am the local Environmental Farm Plan planning advisor for the Peace River.
As the seminar in Fort St John was held on a weekday and during working hours I was unable to attend.
It is my understanding that many others (primarily agricultural producers) were in a similar situation. I
do not know who was in attendance but I suspect mostly government employees paid to attend.
Many have voiced their concerns on the lack of meaningful incentives to enable agriculture producers to
voluntarily take part in this initiative. Many have stated that a lack of planning and a total focus on
afforestation rather than considering other carbon sequestration measures could be very damaging to
agricultural development and continuation in BC. There is a general feeling within the BC agricultural
community that the present BC government at best ignores agriculture until they want something from
us; and at worst is trying to remove agricultural production as producers are just in the way of the
present government's agenda.
I am in receipt of your "what we heard" paper. I doubt that "you heard" maybe we can "meld" the EFP
and the ZND. If so it would have come from someone totally unfamiliar with the EFP funding sources,
purpose, and processes. Funding is under the Growing Forward Program, federally and provincially
funded for the good of agriculture while protecting environment. There has to be a benefit to
agricultural production for producers to show interest in environmental projects. Planning advisors are
always pointing out how opportunities to improve riparian environments and biodiversity can benefit
the operation. This information is often better received from peer advisors rather than government
staff, hence the fact that the administration of this program is by industry ‐ through the program
delivery branch of the BC Ag. Council (ARDCorp).
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It is important to realize that any Beneficial Management funding to producers who apply under the EFP
program is "cost share" . Producers put a lot of their own money into developments. This does not
equate to the "significant incentives" required for producers to afforest any part of their titled lands.
Any "melding", in my opinion, could damage the voluntary participation in the EFP program, unless a
monetary commitment from the ZND program enabled 100% funding for any BMP that included tree
planting and establishment care of those trees. Payment for carbon sequestration must also be
considered to maintain these acres in forest once established. Use of the lands for agricultural purpose
(non‐damaging to trees) must not be curtailed. Our producers provide many environmental benefits to
the general public for free now, many can no longer afford to continue this practice. It is not acceptable
to hurt a functioning program trying to launch ZND.
I agree that the "northern ag. lands" maybe be the "cheapest to buy" (due to location) but not that they
are the least productive. We may not grow berries but we have our commodities. The Peace River
valley has some of the best Ag. lands in BC ‐ something our present government refuses to
recognize. Have you considered what the heck you're going to do about the deforestation of that valley
if Site C goes in?? The government cannot promote landowners lessening deforestation and offering
up lands to afforest on one hand...and then proceeding with its own agenda of deforesting the PR
valley...possibly thinking they are clawing back Ag. leases to plant to trees!
Has anyone approached the municipalities asking that they plant trees (possibly in areas set aside for
parks) for those they feel the need to remove? A simple by‐law in any city would make it a requirement
of developers.
And finally, a word of caution to proceed very carefully. Our area has a great number of non‐resident
landowners. Historically these agricultural lands have been rented to neighboring agricultural
producers. Much of this land is integral to those neighboring farmers/ranchers' operations. If ZND takes
off and non‐residents see an opportunity to afforest these lands (some of which never had forest on
them, but were natural grasslands) the negative impacts to those renting/leasing these lands could be
insurmountable. If ZND program was considered responsible (even if it was done to capture payment
for carbon credits) for these negative impacts the "buy‐in" from resident producers will be nil.
Hope this does not sound too negative.

#27 – North Coast
Forest Sustainability in the “working forest”, as currently envisioned by conventional forest experts in
BC, consists of plans to manage forests in a continuous progression of “Harvest – Greenup – and
Reharvest at a supposed ‘Culmination Age’ when the tree has theoretically passed its maximum growth
rate.”
The central flaw in this program is that it does NOT assume that there is a VALUE difference between
the young, still immature wood content of trees this age, and the Old Growth tree it is supposed to
adequately replace. Nor do any variations on this system take into serious account retention of various
species that live only in old growth systems – notably Orchids – and are part of a self‐sustaining system
that has evolved to keep forests healthy. As a general statement, forests CANNOT be sustainably
“farmed” within time periods relevant only to the immediate benefit of current generations.
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An example of this might be seen on Graham Island, one of the two main islands on the Queen
Charlottes / Haida Gwaii. Approximately 160 years ago, a very large fire swept the Northern and North
Eastern areas of Graham Island, from Masset to Skidegate. The results of this today are huge nearly‐
pure stands of pole‐sized Red Cedar, averaging 140 years of age, which had grown very closely spaced,
and had thus self‐spaced, and self‐pruned (because of the density). Red Cedar does not produce the oils
that make it valuable for workability and rot‐resistance until approx 100 years of age. And because of
the early self‐pruning, is currently accreting nearly 100% of “mature wood” volumes capable of
producing clears and industrial clear lumber. Of course, the forest industry is aware of this, and is
currently focussing all its efforts upon these stands, effectively “mining” them, just as they’ve done with
the most valuable Old‐growth in the past. It’s a display of pure greed, and a blatant mockery of so‐called
“Sustainability”, since these very healthy trees are currently growing at their maximum increment,
producing huge volumes of our most expensive and saleable wood, all of which is rapidly coming to an
end. The forests about which I now write are just about gone.
You and I both know what we would do with these stands if it was OUR wood, with the benefit to OUR
descendants alone. We would instead focus upon the less valuable species, and realise that by
harvesting these stands now, we are throwing away the investment‐free hundred years of growth these
trees represent, thus foregoing huge future profit.
This is the first “advice” I’ve offered Gov’t since the days in the late Seventies and Eighties when I spent
many hours offering (in total futility) comment upon the so‐called Management and Working Plans. I do
so now just to get this particularly egregious example of such glaring stupidity and greed off my chest.
As all of you know, BC forest issues are still highly contentious, with little “science” having been properly
scrutinized. In his Royal Commission on Tenure Policy (1967?), Peter Pearse noted this, and
recommended that a subsequent Royal Commission on Silviculture be instituted. That was ignored by
the incoming Socred gov’t of course, since NOTHING can be proven until there is an agreed‐upon body
of accepted forest practice to refer to, and that can be achieved only when the so‐called “experts” can
be forced to testify before their peers, and public, this time UNDER OATH.
Failing that event, your current exercise will be just more smoke and mirrors, and that’s a very moderate
statement.

#28 – South Coast
I have to agree that this really sounds wonderful but....? The government didn't/doesn't have any
problems mowing down trees for the South Fraser Perimeter Road, either in Delta or Surrey‐‐and I don't
hear anything about replacing these trees‐‐not a sapling of a word.
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#29 – South Interior
Thank you for the presentation today. I appreciate you coming out to the Regions to let us know what is
happening in Victoria.
I thought I would put in writing my concerns and suggestions for your program. They are as follows:
1. Although the Net Zero Deforestation effort was presented as a part of the Provincial Strategy, it
is still a standalone process. It lacks funding, and integration with programs that could benefit its
success, such as FFT. This will affect its success, and ability to claim results. This needs to be
reconsidered.
2. I was concerned that some of the bigger hitters in terms of afforestation were not mentioned in
the presentation. When I brought these up, they were systematically dismissed, either as not
important, too expensive, or part of a different program. This did not improve my sense that you
were actually seeking input, more like you were defending what you have, which is a completely
different approach. My suggestions were as follows:
a. Reclamation of roads and landings can be a big benefit. In 1997, a study of 30 TSAs in
the Province demonstrated that we could reduce NSR due to roads and landings from a
net down of 12% in some TSAs, to 5%. This is a lot of afforestation.
b. The Agriculture leases of the 80’s, especially in the north, can be reclaimed with large
beneficial effects. There was another study done nailing down these numbers. Dana
Hayden, who is still involved in policy evolution, would remember this report.
c. We need to take action on MPB and fire affected lands, or the effect of this source of
deforestation will overwhelm the good you hope to do with your voluntary measures. I
find it unconscionable that we have 700,000 hectares of NSR, and the number is
increasing.
d. The definition of NSR (pre 1990) avoids the issue of recognizing what is developing now.
It looks like the definitions are for the purpose of convenience.
e. There was a lack of integration with other concepts, such as carbon sequestering. I am
not sure why the program has these blinders on.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment.

#30 – South Interior
This legislation regarding Zero Net Deforestation is very forward thinking given the obvious challenges
B.C. society faces with climate change, greenhouse gas emissions, carbon management, and protecting
the forested landbase. It does offer some considerations that must be addressed if the legislation is to
be successful:
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•

It is critical to identify (particularly quantify) the areas which could be utilized to offset the
deforestation. Some places that come to mind are rehabilitation of mines sites,( partcularly
large open pit operations such as coal), non‐harvested beetle and blowdown areas that will not
regenerate naturally, afforestation of brush and deciduous dominated sites plus fume impacted
sites (near Trail), reforesting wildfire areas, rehabilitation of sites no longer supporting a
commercial purpose ie abandoned power and gas lines, etc.

•

In forestry operations the deforestation created by permanent roads must be accounted for
somewhere in the appraisal system. The current revenue system for forestry on crown land
does not allow for additional drain on the forest industry. Our MPS accounts for all costs of
operations and naturally this is simply one further added cost.

•

Other industries such as mining, power, gaslines, etc should provide a financial structure
required to balance the level of deforestation. Utility companies have the ability to finance this
additional cost. It is quite apparent that the cost of this work is effectively born by the
consumer.

•

Access into areas planned for afforestation or reforestation may be restricted. There needs to
be a strategy developed to handle this issue.

In closing I applaud the direction of this legislation but it is crucial the above concerns are addressed if it
to be implemented with success.

#31 – South Interior
There are plenty of places to plant trees if we so choose.
School yards, parks, playgrounds, streets, boulevards, malls,housing developments, golf courses.
Trouble is with the legal ramifications involved should a tree fall at an awkward moment. The roots may
also cause some infra structure damage. Leaves and needles have to be collected.
Net zero is probably best achieved by developing an industry that utilizes every bit of the wood logged.
That way we could reduce the AAC and the government/industry would still receive adequate income.
Developing markets for standard dimensional is laudable but funding should be in place for
research/production of innovative wood products.

#32 – South Coast
I was a part of this "so called" consultation process. Please find my submission attached, which was
requested prior to July 9th, 2010.
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I am writing this short paper on the discussions that took place across the province on June 1,2,3,8,9 and
10th. I participated in the discussion by phone on June 10th, 2010,
At the outset, I am lodging a formal complaint to the Ministry. Nowhere on the call in information was
there note made that for those calling from outside the Cranbrook area that they should have in fact
called in at 12:00 noon versus the 1:00 p.m. that was shown. Obviously, the one hour difference in time
was not taken into consideration, and I called in at 1:00 p.m. as instructed to discover the conversation
had been already on the go for one hour.
I would also like you to be aware that the person who was leading the discussions was rude and did not
encourage participation. When I asked to speak and when I had my say, his comments to me were that
we were gathered to discuss climate change and not forestry issues! Clearly, the issues that I am going
to raise were in your own Ministry’s Discussion paper. Therefore, the facilitator’s response was
unquestionably an attempt to not have the conversation occur that I was of the opinion needed to
occur.
Your discussion paper leaves much to be concerned about. The slides which were utilized during the
presentation are as disconcerting. In everything I have read and what I heard from all of the participants,
except one other, the idea is to have few or no regulations, push the afforestation onto the individual
and as I was told during the telephone call, use a carrot and not a stick. I must say we are well beyond
the time limits to save our planet using “carrots”!
Your document shows as one of its key points the following;
•

Deforestation , as reported in the B.C. and national inventory reports,
occurs at a rate of about 6,200 hectares per year in B.C. An estimated
60% occurs on Crown land and 40% on private land. The main
activities involved are agriculture (29%), urban expansion and
settlement (23%), oil and gas (18%), forestry (13%), industry (3%), and
transportation (2%).

Mining accounts for 10% and was not included in your “key points”. Why?
Urban expansion and settlement (23%), the oil and gas industry (18%), the forest industry (13%) and the
mining industry (10%) equals 64% of the major deforestation in our province. The industries named in
the 64% equal 41% of the problems associated with deforestation in our province and yet the
government indicates in their key points;
•

There is no requirement that those who deforest have to be the ones
who afforest, only that in the province as a whole the area of
deforestation is offset by an equal area of afforestation.

If there is a real concern about deforestation, why would there not be regulations in place to insist that
industry and developers within municipalities and regional districts within this province to afforest what
they deforest? Now, I understand completely this is called by those of you involved in this charade as
“using a “stick” versus a “carrot”! Time is long past where carrots can be used…long past and
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corporations which head up all of the industries noted above must be held to account. To continue
down the path the government has taken, is foolhardy and a waste of time and effort. Regulations must
be created by government to control the devastation many communities across our province are
facing within in our water sheds and within our very communities themselves. Voluntary, no
restriction on deforestation and no requirement to restore forest by those who destroy it are
absolutely unacceptable!
Pages four and five of your discussion document give me the greatest amount of concern given some of
the key points already mentioned. The huge areas of concern are:
•

Forest: A minimum area of one hectare, at least 20 metres wide, with
tree crown cover (or equivalent stocking level) of more than 25% with
trees having the potential to reach a minimum height of 5 metres at
maturity. A forest may consist of closed forest formations (where
trees of various storeys and undergrowth cover a high proportion of
the ground) or open forest. Young natural stands and all plantations
which have yet to reach a crown density of 25% or tree height of 5
metres are considered to be forest. As well, forest includes areas
normally forming part of the forest area that are temporarily
unstocked as a result of human intervention (such as harvesting) or
natural causes, but which are expected to revert to forest.

•

Deforestation: Permanent, human‐induced land‐use change from
forest to non‐forest land cover. Sustainable forest harvesting,
including clearcutting, is not considered deforestation, as the
land‐use does not change and the land cover is expected to
regenerate to forest.

Five meter trees are considered to be forest? A community goes in and afforests their watershed. As
soon as the trees reach 5 metres (15 feet) they can be cut down again by the corporation that originally
deforested? Your own document says that it is years before there is any affect of the trees to reduce
carbon. Are you joking here?? Ludicrous!
Clearcutting is also not considered deforestation? Clearcutting, by what is left of our forest industry, is
literally destroying water sheds and water sources. It is devastating our wild life, it is killing off our wild
fish and yet it is not considered deforestation? This is absolutely ludicrous as well and shows clearly
whose pocket this government is in!
Sustainable forest harvesting? What is the definition of “sustainable harvesting”? The only sustainable
harvesting that currently exists in this province is where wood lot owners take pride in the fact they
have large forests that continually produce large wood. It exists nowhere else! Why is the government
not providing incentives to groups who want a woodlot for sustainable harvesting? Why is the
government not encouraging young people to take up this occupation?
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In closing, I must say I was disgusted with the way this so called outreach to the population for input has
occurred. The discussion paper and the slide presentation have left me more concerned than ever and I
now fully understand why we are all in trouble on this planet. I am angry and if I can motivate others to
action...I will do so!
Sincerely,

#33 – South Coast
The important thing to realize when anyone is talking ZND targets is that forests are three‐dimensional,
four if you include time. The bulk of deforestation chatter relates to forests as mere abstract 2D
polygons on a map, measured by area, not volume or mass, let alone timber quality or biological
complexity.
While we may seem to be doing OK in those mapped two dimensions in some jurisdictions, the fact is
that "managed" BC forests are rapidly becoming "shallower", as the age class averages shift towards
more younger stands, and as the self‐governing industry practices unscientific and pre‐culminate
"economic rotations" at more frequent intervals. Not only does this "new normality" mine down the
ancient forest carbon sink and eliminate biodiversity, but the industrial output then contains so much
immature sapwood as to make the task of sequestering carbon in short‐lived junkwood products almost
impossible.
I hope that other readers can elaborate further on these crucial points in any correspondence to ZND.
And a later submission:
I am deeply concerned that the primary way ZND is being measured is by area, instead of volume or
mass. Deforestation occurs in all three ways, and two of them aren't being mapped.
Our current forest cover in BC is the legacy of Sustained Yield Theory, where a constant flow by volume
could be extracted from the forests, theoretically indefinitely, by ensuring that harvest did not surpass
natural growth rates.
But ecological reality is always more complex. The simple SY concept did not foresee such catastrophes
as the Mountain Pine Beetle, nor did it honestly account for the steady decline in wood quality as old
growth cedar and fir was essentially being mined, and replaced with inferior younger growth. Now a
much higher percentage of southern BC's forests are very young, and thus shorter in stature and
volume, and lower in crucial carbon mass.
So I would propose that this ZND program also count net volume and carbon mass of forests, as these
are more important measurements than mere area. This "triple bottom line" accounting is being done
all over the world. In some of the tropical rainforests where clearcutting is now forbidden, large areas
have still been severely degraded by commercial high‐grading, leaving a forest that is fragmented,
roaded, thinned out and missing various species. This practice of highgrading has occurred in BC as well,
but in even more insidious ways. Most recently, it was actually encouraged by the Ministry of Forests'
poorly‐conceived "take or pay" stumpage system, in which the best "money trees" in many watersheds
were "cherrypicked" while vast amounts of low grade timber were logged and merely burned or left on
site to rot. This "non‐market residue" may not be accurately accounted for in the District‐level rate of
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cut, and the high‐quality clear old growth wood will never be replaced unless we plan for much longer
rotations.
A similar irrational importance about net area over net volume is also applied in mainstream media to
the measurements of Arctic ice as the climate warms up. The area of ice seemed to increase last year,
making some people imagine that the climate crisis was politically exaggerated.
But we must understand the depths of long‐range scientific analysis, and not forget that much of the sea
ice in the Arctic Ocean this year is very thin and very young, and could all disappear again by September.
Likewise, our best laid plans for "sustainable forestry" can all disappear in a few short years as beetles,
weevils, blights and fires whittle away at huge areas of BC's forests. Precautionary ZND would require a
significant and measureable buildup of forest and carbon volume in BC forests to counteract these
negative climatic trends.

#34 – South Coast
I know this legislation was just introduced yesterday, and comes from the Ministry of Forests & Range ‐
but is this something Local Governments need to be aware of? As far as legislation goes it is pretty
vague, to say the least, but could potentially have impacts on LG's (RDs and/or municipalities) depending
on how "forest land" is defined ‐ which to this point it isn't.
From the new release:
"The three keys to achieving zero net deforestation are to avoid, minimize and mitigate deforestation.
Sometimes the loss of forest land to other purposes, such as housing or highway development, is
necessary. In these cases, the preferred option is to minimize the footprint and mitigate the impacts by
creating new forests on previously non‐forested land." It is the "such as housing" part that maybe needs
some clarification.

#35 – South Coast
A few ideas on raising awareness of ZND efforts
1/ The issue of site C came up at the Victoria meeting (and probably the others). While the reduction of
deforestation is planned to be voluntary, it would be really helpful to identify some high‐profile leading
participants, and if the Site C project could be convinced to come on board it could result in positive
(green) PR spin for them and a higher profile for ZND efforts. There may be other potential "leader"
projects that could be identified. Making a big deal of success stories early on could raise awareness.
2/ Time‐limited incentives? A sense of "urgency" (real or not) can sometimes impel affected parties to
pay more attention to existence of a government program if they have a sense that a benefit to them
may expire on a given date. (Limited‐duration incentives would then be followed by next‐generation
incentives ‐ you will always need them ‐ but even setting an artificial deadline could draw attention.)
3/ Work with other interested groups to bring in grassroots connection, e.g. schools, environmental
groups, etc. You know about CFS' project under development which will allow any public users to
comment on the accuracy of deforestation polygons via a Google Earth interface ‐ introduction of this
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will probably be through community groups, schools, university classes, etc. to get young people
involved. These are not ZND stakeholders but the effect can trickle up if enough volume is achieved.
4/ Charitable donations are tax‐deductible at a certain rate, while political donations are tax‐deductible
at a higher rate. It is worth considering whether donations related to ZND efforts, eg to afforestation
groups such as Tree Canada, could be made deductible at a higher rate ‐ and possibly retroactive so as
to encourage the donors who've already come forward.

#36 – South Coast
In general I think BC does a pretty good of reforesting areas that that have been harvested. However
here are a couple suggestions:
•

Provide incentives to municipalities and cities to require planting trees in every new land
development that requires the clearing of vegetation. Examples are trees around houses, along
streets, parking lots and adjacent to stores. The exact species of tree may vary from fruit trees
to trees that do well in urban areas or along busy streets. In summary, encourage urban
forestry. Incidentally, businesses with trees close by encourage more customers.

•

Require forest companies to have longer tree rotations

•

Insure adequate stocking in all older cut‐blocks

•

Plan cut‐blocks to have lots of edge so that harvested areas are easily re‐seeded by
neighbouring trees.

Thanks,
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